Role of arginine 29 and glutamic acid 81 interactions in the conformational stability of human chloride intracellular channel 1.
The ion channel protein CLIC1 exists in both a soluble conformation in the cytoplasm and a membrane-bound conformation. The conformational stability of soluble CLIC1 demonstrates pH sensitivity which may be attributable to very specific residues that function as pH sensors. These sensors could be histidine or glutamate residues with pK(a) values that fall within the physiological pH range. The role of Glu81, a member of a topologically conserved buried salt bridge in CLIC1, as a pH sensor was investigated here. The mutants E81M, R29M, and E81M/R29M were designed to break the salt bridge between Glu81 and Arg29 and examine the effect of each member on the stability of the protein. Spectroscopic studies and the solved crystal structures indicated that the global structure of CLIC1 was not affected by the mutations. Urea-induced equilibrium unfolding unexpectedly showed E81M to stabilize CLIC1 at pH 7. This was due to stabilizing hydrophobic interactions with Met81 and a water-mediated compensatory H-bond between Met81 and Arg29. R29M and E81M/R29M destabilized CLIC1 at pH 7, and the unfolding transition changed from two-state to three-state, mimicking the wild type at pH 5.5. This observation points out the significance of the salt bridge in stabilizing the native state. The total unfolding free energy change of E81M CLIC1 does not change with pH, implying that Glu81 forms one of a network of pH-sensor residues in CLIC1 responsible for destabilization of the native state. This allows detachment of the N-domain from the C-domain at low pH.